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Introduction
The rapid development of tech-

nologies based on use of artificial

intelligence, in particular, the gen-

eration of images by text (text-to-

image), is changing the way we look

at all approaches to design. This ap-

plies to design of buildings [1], clo-

thing [2, 3], web design [4], game

design [5–7], as well as the design

of multimedia or printed publica-

tions [8]. A large number of similar

studies even allowed to single out

a separate branch — generative

artificial intelligence technologies

(Generative AI — GAI). Undoubtedly,

this approach attracts specialists

with its almost unlimited creative

possibilities, provides many options

for consideration, and ensures a

reduction in time for creating artis-

tic solutions. But, along with such

unconditional advantages, gener-

ative services are marked by cer-

tain significant disadvantages: re-

quests for networks are formulat-

ed in the form of texts of limited

volume, which requires the graph-

ic designer to work in the unusual

field of creating a concise narrative.

To generate an image, designer need

to set and change a significant

number of parameters describing

the generative network architec-

ture and its operation process. Not

being specialists either in writing

or in artificial intelligence, special-

ists from other fields have to spend

a lot of time organizing the design

process using generative service,

checking a large number of creat-

ed options, looking for the most

satisfactory ones. Sometimes sat-

isfactory samples have to be edited

further, because they do not fully

meet the designer requirements.

In order to most effectively use the

advantages of generative networks,

and to reduce the impact of nega-

tive aspects of their use, it is nec-

essary to develop a certain creative

search strategy, which will consist
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of separate clearly defined steps

for configuring network parame-

ters, certain unambiguous rules

for formulating prompts to gener-

ative service, and develop the se-

quence of decision-making from

step to step during interaction with

generative service.

Modern generative services for

editing or creating images, videos

and 3D models implement the

approach of generating a multidi-

mensional result based on a one-

dimensional text sequence, sub-

mitted to service in a task descrip-

tion form — a prompt. The prompt

is built according to certain rec-

ommendations, contains several

basic elements, that accelerate

the creation of most acceptable

result and increase its quality. It is

clear, that by adjusting these ele-

ments, generation of result can be

carried out as an iterative proce-

dure.

The main goal of this work is to

develop the decision-making se-

quence for process of image gen-

eration using generative artificial

intelligence for cardboard game

artworks design.

The main goal can be achieved

on the basis of studying the princi-

ples of generative neural networks

functioning, the rules for building

text prompts for generating ima-

ges based on descriptions, study-

ing the requirements for artwork

design.

Methods
1.1. GA² text-to-image models

Content generation technologies

are developed for several basic ty-

pes of tasks: natural language ge-

neration, image generation, multi-

modal generation (generation in mul-

timodal machine learning). The main

feature to classify them: unimodal

models receive input instructions

of the same modality as the expec-

ted result (example — text gener-

ation by text instruction, image ge-

neration by drawing); multimodal

models, on the other hand, can pro-

cess input instructions in different

modalities, and at the output gen-

erate a result whose modality does

not coincide with the input (exam-

ple — generation of a program code

or a three-dimensional model ba-

sed on a text description).

Generative Adversarial Networks

(GANs) [9] were the first proposal

for artificial synthesis of images with

objects, and have now gained great

popularity in the image generation

field. GANs consist of two parts, a

generator and a discriminator. The

generator tries to learn the statis-

tical distribution of real examples

to generate new data, while the dis-

criminator tries to recognize whe-

ther the input is from the real data

space or not.

Multimodal generation is an im-

portant part of modern AIGC. Its

goal is to study a model, that gen-

erates raw modalities by studying

data-driven multimodal communi-

cation and interaction. This rela-

tionship and interaction between

modalities can sometimes be very

confusing, making the multimodal

representational space difficult to

study compared to the unimodal

one. However, with the advent of

powerful underlying architectures,

more and more methods are pro-

posed to solve this problem.

The encoder-decoder archi-

tecture is a widely used framework

for solving unimodal generation prob-

lems in computer vision. In multi-

modal generation, particularly in vi-

sualization language generation,
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this method is often used as the

underlying architecture. The enco-

der is responsible for learning a

contextualized representation of

input data, while decoder is used

to generate raw modalities, that

reflect cross-modal interactions,

structure, and coherence in the re-

presentation.

Diffusion-based decoders. Ge-

nerative imaging has recently seen

great success using diffusion mo-

dels. These models have also been

used to create text-to-images.

Diffusion models are trained by

adding noise to input images, that

match textual descriptions. This

part is called direct diffusion. At

the second stage, the model tries

to create an image from the initial

noise process, gradually removing

the noise. This is reverse diffusion.

The initial noise state for back dif-

fusion (seeds) can affect the final

result of the generation.

The first element — the varia-

tional autoencoder — compress-

es the input images to the so-cal-

led latent (hidden) space. This allows

to determine the most character-

istic features of images. Direct dif-

fusion is also performed here —

Gaussian noise is added to image.

The second element is the U-Net —

neural network learned how to de-

noise the original signal from direct

back-diffusion to image to find the

latent representation. The third ele-

ment is output VAE decoder, which

creates a final image consisting of

pixels from the hidden representa-

tion. The advantage of LDM is that

the training of the second element,

the network, can be tuned accor-

ding to text strings, meaning, that

noise overlay is now associated

with text instructions.

The main difference between

diffusion-based models and previ-

ous generative methods is that

diffusion-based models are usual-

ly trained on a larger data set with

a much larger number of parame-

ters, allowing for better represen-

tations to be learned compared to

others.

1.2. Rules for creating prompts

as a means of image generation

managing

Generative services use textual

instructions called prompts as in-

put to create images. The prompt

consists of several optional ele-

ments:

— instructions are a task, that

the model must perform;

— context — external informa-

tion or additional information, that

can direct the model to more ac-

curate answers;

— input data — a task or ques-

tion for which necessary to find an

answer;

— output indicator — the type

or format of finished result output.

The prompt details directly

affect the generation output, but

they should also have some limits.

So, it may turn out, that the initial-

ly compiled prompt does not give

the desired result, then it has to be

changed — this process is itera-

tive. It is possible to reduce its

duration and achieve high-quality

results by using certain principles

of creating prompts — Prompt

Engineering.

Many sources with instructions

for creating prompts when inter-

acting with GAI systems [10–13]

recommend formulating the con-

text using elements such as mod-

ifiers. Most often, modifiers add

certainty in such features as:
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— format and appearance of

the result (photo, pencil drawing,

oil painting, watercolor, wood,

clay, etc.);

— parameters characterizing

photography (type of camera plan,

style, lighting, perspective, type of

lens and camera);

— artistic style (portrait, land-

scape, horror, anime, science fic-

tion, concept art for video games,

a mixture of styles, etc.);

— type of illustration (children’s

book, vector image, comic, cari-

cature, poster, movie poster, psy-

chedelic art and others);

— emotional signs (alive, ener-

getic, colorful, carefree, sophisti-

cated, ethereal, gloomy, stormy,

fatal, sad, pale, tired);

— signs of size and structure

(large, chaotic, small, rectilinear);

— image resolution.

Obviously, the artworks devel-

opment will require the designer to

know a sufficiently large number

of modifier words, that describe

listed features, as well as to under-

stand how certain modifier words

can be related to each other (for

example, an anime art style may

require an emotional modifier

‘carefree, romantic, joyful’, and is

unlikely to be combined with the

modifiers ‘mourning, boring, de-

pressed’).

In addition to initial data enter-

ing the generative service in the

form of prompts, it is necessary to

set several values of working set-

tings for architecture, which may

differ slightly for each service. For

example, these are the steps setting,

the classifier free setting (Classifier

Free Guidance CFG), the sampling

setting (sampler), the temperature

(temperature), the model (model),

the clip guidance scale (Clip Gui-

dance Scale CGS), the initial noise

values (seed), result detail set-

tings (cut_ic_pow), settings for the

organization of packages for net-

work learning (batch, cutn batch),

settings for increasing contrast, co-

lor saturation (clamp_max), a switch

for symmetry of objects (symme-

try switch), etc.

So, one cannot help, but con-

clude, that generate the image

required for a certain publication

design task, designer has to ran-

domly solve the optimization prob-

lem in multidimensional search

space.

1.3. Design approaches using

GAI

Since GAI is potentially able to

provide unique graphical artifacts

for a variety of tasks, it is neces-

sary to define the main properties

of this tool as a component of print

or multimedia content develop-

ment technologies.

Many researchers have already

considered how to solve the task

of finding the optimal design in the

multidimensional space of possi-

ble solutions provided by GAI sys-

tems [14–16]. It is noted, that

architectures, which are the basis

for generative services, are proba-

bilistic in nature, and are focused

on issuing a significant number of

possible results. Generative vari-

ability ensures the uniqueness of

received answers, even under the

condition of complete identity of

prompts and settings at the GAI

system input [16]. 

The paper [2] proposes a clas-

sification of all possible scenarios

of interaction between a fashion

designer and a generative service.

This classification contains five pos-

sible scenarios (in the article they
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are called interaction patterns):

system organization (Curating), re-

search (Exploring), evaluation (Evol-

ving), adding conditions (Conditio-

ning), rewriting (Rewriting). These

scenarios include 7 main operations

of interaction of the designer with

the GAI system (fig. 1): Initialize; Learn;

Constrain; Create; Select; Adapt;

Combine.

Generative systems, unfortu-

nately, cannot process the created

images, cannot improve the result

in an iterative built-in process,

cannot remember the user’s wish-

es. The scenarios proposed in [2]

allow overcoming these difficulties

thanks to cooperation with the

designer.

When creating illustrative con-

tent, the designer does not always

know in advance which artistic

style and appearance will work

best, so he or she must first make

several trial generations, imple-

menting the research scenario.

Within this study, designer sets

system settings by choosing mo-

del type, method of samples selec-

ting for learning, number of steps,

classifier setting scale, etc.

A simple prompt without sam-

ples (zero-shot prompt) is created,

and negative prompts are also ad-

ded to ensure the believability of

depicted objects. After generation

starting, the designer evaluates

how well the obtained results cor-

respond to the task and makes

adjustments to network settings,

to positive and negative feedback.

Thus, the first stage of research in-

cludes several actions that are re-

peated iteratively: Initialize; Learn;

Constrain; Create; Select; Adding

constraints — as a negative prompt

task — now precedes model training.

The research stage allows to ge-

nerally find a color solution and some

nuances of appearance (photo,

drawing, etc.). Such results may

be satisfactory if initially the task

involved a significant degree of un-

certainty about how the illustration

should look. But it often happens,

that the creative task is very nar-

rowly specified. Undoubtedly, this

specification makes it possible to

more accurately formulate a prompt

for generations, but selection of mo-

del settings still has to be carried

out anew every time. In addition,

for certain illustrations, sometimes

even the object pose can be rigidly

specified, then during design cre-

ation it is necessary to connect the

stage of adding conditions, which

is also implemented using a gen-

erative model (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Basic scenarios of interaction of the designer with the GAI system [2]
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Some generative services al-

ready have image editing tools, that

allow to color individual elements,

add blur without changing the illu-

stration main content, and preser-

ve the artistic style. Using the set

of basic actions defined above, it

can be concluded, that editing and

partial improvement of generated

image will be carried out during

the evaluation phase by means of

such actions as adaptation and com-

bination. Combining is performed

to merge object pose generated in

the condition addition step with most

acceptable result of the exploration

step. After combining, there is adap-

tation, that is, improvement of illus-

tration using editing tools during the

evaluation phase. Thus, the gene-

ral diagram of technology for deve-

loping the artwork illustrations de-

sign for cardboard games can be

presented in fig. 2.

Results
The proposed on fig. 2 technol-

ogy of illustrations developing was

investigated for the task of creat-

ing a design of a board game in the

style of ‘cyberpunk’. Stable Diffusion

WebUI Automatic1111 generative

service was chosen and deployed

on Acer Nitro 5 17’3 laptop, Geforce

RTX 3070TI 8gb, 32 gb RAM, I-7

12700H, 1TB SSD. The main de-

sign idea was to develop playing

cards, where the faces look like

Fig. 2. The proposed diagram of the technology developing the artwork 

illustrations design for cardboard games



color photos in the style of cyber-

punk, the suits are distinguished

by four colors, with which the same

elements in different suits must be

painted.

So, it is obvious, that the devel-

opment should consist of several

main project stages:

— exploring;

— combination of exploring,

conditioning and evolving.

The main goal of the first stage

of curation or research is to find a

generation model, that will best pro-

duce a given visual style. For process

according to diagram in fig. 3 the set-

tings given in table 1 were selected.

The result was an image, that

was negatively evaluated by the

designer (fig. 3): illustration style

does not correspond to definition
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Тable 1

Settings for the Stable Diffusion WebUI Automatic1111 generative

service to create a board game artwork in one step Prompted 

exploring without samples

Action Settings Value

Initialization Model Lyriel_v16

Zero-shot prompt

man in neon blue jacket, sci-fi

ñlothes, mature, (futuristic:1.2),

cyberpunk

Illustration size 512´712

Sampling Method DPM++ 2M Karras

Sampling steps 50

CFG Scale By default 7

Seed
1688159780

After several iterations

Added restrictions Negative Prompts

dof, grayscale, black and white,

bw, 3d, cartoon, anime, sketches,

(worst quality:2), (low quality:2),

(normal quality:2), lowres, normal

quality, ((monochrome)), ((grayscale)),

skin spots, acnes, skin blemishes,

bad anatomy, girl, loli, young, large

breasts, red eyes, muscular, bad-

handsv5-neg, By bad artist-neg

(1), monochrome, nsfw

Fig. 3. Result of illustration genera-

tion by prompt without sample, the

design includes only the exploring

stage without adding constraints
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of ‘cyberpunk’, the man is very old,

the clothes do not correspond to

the style, the background does not

correspond to the style. As positive

result can be considered the con-

clusion, that the chosen model is

not able to generate the given style.

After that, it was decided to change

the generation model, change the

prompt and supplement the image

with additional conditions regard-

ing character pose and presence

of one more object (sphere) in image.

The task from the designer was

more specific, it was necessary to

create a portrait of a person who

would fit the name ‘Cyber King’ and

hold a bright sphere in his hands in

the center of the image. At this step,

the design process is carried out

according to the diagram in fig. 2,

the process includes the stages of

exploring, conditioning and evolv-

ing. Settings of generative system

are given in table. 2.

Table 2

Setting up the Stable Diffusion WebUI Automatic1111 generative service

to create a board game illustration in three steps Exploring, Conditioning,

Evolving by prompt without samples (settings of first two stages are given)

Action Settings Value

Exploration

Initialization Model Reliberate_v10

Zero-shot prompt
king, cyberpunk, holding the sphere,

old man, neons, long beard

Illustration size 512´712

Sampling Method DPM++ 2M Karras

Sampling steps 20

CFG Scale By default 7

Seed
1050799033 

After several iterations

Added restrictions Negative Prompts

female, low quality, worst quality, bad

anatomy, bad hands, mutated, fewer

digits, extra digits, (worst quality:1.2),

(low quality:1.2), (lowres:1.1), (mono-

chrome:1.1), (greyscale), multiple

views, comic, sketch

Conditioning

Initialization of

ControlNet appli-

cation

Few-shot prompt

The prompt for system learn is a pose

image provided by designer 

Learning OpenPose OpenPose_Full



As an intermediate result, an il-

lustration was obtained (fig. 4), re-

garding which the designer’s com-

ments were unsatisfactory: the cha-

racter’s pose, age, and upper sphere

are on point, but the character’s

clothing is off. Instead of lower sphere,

there should be a crown.

To change the character’s clothes

and add the crown, the correspon-

ding hints were created in the third

stage of design creation. The set-

tings are given in the table 3.

According to the results of this

stage, the designer’s comment

improved: ‘Almost everything cor-

responds to task, instead of yellow

sphere at the bottom, must be a

crown’ (fig. 5).

The last improvement is aimed

at creating a detailed image of the

crown, which will indicate the rank

on the game map. For this ele-

ment, it is no longer necessary to

start the design from the begin-

ning, it is enough to add another

iteration to the evaluation stage.

The service settings are listed in

the table 4, the result of the itera-

tion is shown in fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. An intermediate result of the

generation of the illustration for the

two stages of Exploring, Conditioning

with prompt adding

Table 3

Settings of the Stable Diffusion WebUI Automatic1111 generative service

to create a board game illustration in the three stages of Exploration,

Conditioning, Evaluation by prompt without samples (settings of the

third stage are shown)

Action Settings Value

Initialization of

Stable Diffusion

in Inpaint mode

Model RevAnimatedInp

Prompts
standing, king, cyberpunk, holding the

sphere, old man, neons

Sampling Method DPM++ 2M Karras

Denoising Strength 1.0

Seed 3263849708

Added restric-

tions
Negative Prompts

female, low quality, worst quality, bad

anatomy, bad hands, mutated, fewer

digits, extra digits, (worst quality:1.2),

(low quality:1.2), (lowres:1.1), (mono-

chrome:1.1), (greyscale), multiple

views, comic, sketch
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The designer noted, that the

background does not correspond

to cyberpunk style, the sphere is

too small and is not located in the

middle of image, the crown color

does not match image gamut, the

crown is dull, the character is not

associated with the image of the King.

So, despite the obvious pro-

gress in generation of illustration

Fig. 5. The result of the generation 

of the illustration for the third stage 

of Evaluation by prompt without 

samples

Fig. 6. The result of the generation 

of the illustration for the third stage 

of Evaluation by prompt without 

samples (iteration 2)

Table 4

Configuration of the Stable Diffusion WebUI Automatic1111 generative

service to create an illustration for a board game in the three stages 

of Exploration, Conditioning, Evaluation by prompt without samples

(iteration 2 of Evaluation by prompt without samples stage)

Action Settings Value

Initialization of

Stable Diffusion in

Inpaint mode

Model RevAnimatedInp

Prompts crown

Sampling Method DPM++ 2M Karras

Denoising Strength 0.7

Seed 1209726908

Added restrictions Negative Prompts

female, low quality, worst quality, bad

anatomy, bad hands, mutated, fewer

digits, extra digits, (worst quali-

ty:1.2), (low quality:1.2),

(lowres:1.1), (monochrome:1.1)

PhotoPea App

Inpaint Area Only Masked



artwork, the designer had to man-

ually bring the image to desired

condition: paint the background,

add game marks to cards and

change the coloring of image ele-

ments according to game marks

(fig. 7). 

Discussion
Based on results of experimen-

tal study, it can be established,

that generative service performs

designer’s task to create illustra-

tions for cardboard game effec-

tively enough. Another finding is

that the designer inconsistently

creates prompts that, at several

design steps, do not meet the

designer’s requirements present

in estimates. Obviously, in order to

improve the efficiency of using ge-

nerative systems when creating il-

lustrative content, designers need

to record prompts and their own

evaluations of obtained results at

each step to coordinate evaluation

criteria and instructions for system.

Artificially generated images

can be used as a basis for further

design refinement, if certain chan-

ges are made to diagram of the

illustration development process,

adding adaptation and combina-

tion actions at evolving stage,

which are performed not only by

automatic system, but also by

designer manually (fig. 8). 

In addition, some feedback

needs to be added based on se-

lection of acceptable design op-

tions in Evaluating stage, after

which it may be necessary to re-

vert either to editing images using

generative system in Evaluating

stage, or changing prompts and

re-generating it at the same Eva-

luating stage, or at all, to return to

the very beginning of design pro-

cess to Exploring stage to initiate

generation with a new model, with

new settings, with new prompts.

Conclusions
The paper considers the prob-

lem of decision-making in process

of board games artwork design

using generative artificial intelli-

gence systems. The nature and

sequence of steps of interaction

between a designer and a GAI

specialist during illustrative con-

tent development are considered.

Based on the established fea-

tures, several typical interaction

scenarios have been modified:

Exploring scenario, Conditioning

scenario, Evolving scenario. For

individual actions combined by

these scenarios, a certain order

was established, the addition of

feedback links between actions of

individual scenarios was pro-
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Fig. 7. The final result of image

design for cardboard game after 

the designer’s finishing touches
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posed. Introduced feedbacks made

it possible to create a continuous

three-stage scheme of board ga-

mes artwork design using genera-

tive systems.

The conducted experiment con-

firmed the effectiveness of devel-

oped scheme and added recom-

mendations for a more accurate

formulation of text instructions to

generative system. The proposed

approach makes it possible to sig-

nificantly speed up designer’s work

when designing the illustrative con-

tent of publications, and to improve

the quality of unique creative content.

Fig. 8. Scheme of the technology of board games artwork design, 

including images finishing by designer manually
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